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	Paradoxically, it has been said that perceptions are real, that facts are arbitrary.  

	Kids may have significant academic ability, but if they do not believe they do, then they do not.  If they do not apply themselves, then they achieve little.  It’s an ATTITUDE !
	If kids have limited academic ability, but believe they can get good grades, then they will.  It’s an ATTITUDE !
	If kids embrace the importance of education, then they take ownership for their future.  It’s an ATTITUDE !

	Attitudes color perceptions. People [friends, parents and teachers]  influence perceptions, hence, attitudes.
	It is most important that kids be surrounded with opportunities and individuals that will foster progress and growth and success as realistic goals.



	
 What Do I Know About Myself As A Student?

In What Areas Do I Work Best?
well-lit, ventilated
free of distraction
comfortable
quiet (perhaps soft music–interestingly, educational psychologists at geocities.com maintain that music with a rhythm of 60 beats/min helps one retain information longer; contemporary rock music averages 120+ beats)
	

How Long Can I Concentrate?
you must determine this yourself
when studying, begin with your least favorite subject (mind is fresher)
take breaks when your mind begins to wander
review material read right after a break

Do I Have A Regular Study Time?
ideally, the same time each day
we study better when we are relaxed
write down what needs to be accomplished during this study time



















KEYS TO SUCCESSFUL STUDY


Organization  of:
			self

		time
		study materials (notebooks, folders,  books, handouts)
		assignments
		environment

Scheduling   of:
			time

		place
		planning ahead: assignments & tests

Listening for Important  Ideas
Knowing How to Take Notes
Knowing How to Study for Tests

			when one studies is essential

		lecture courses
		recitation courses (foreign language)
		applied skills courses
		multiple choice tests
		essay tests
		fill in the blank tests

Knowing How One Learns Best

			visually

		auditorially
		kinesthetically 








Attitudes  of  “Successful”   Students

	“I Can learn”
	“I believe I can learn, despite any difficulty or challenge I may encounter.”

“I can learn better than any teacher who teaches me”
“I want to be smart – I want to have the attitude that I am smart”
“I work hard enough to achieve the goals I want”
“Good teachers inspire me to want to learn and to work hard”
“Grades are important, but the learning process is more important”
“Schools facilitate my learning; they do not make me learn anything I do not want to learn”
“What bores me in school is not learning”
“When teachers ask questions, the purpose is to get me to think, not just to secure an answer”
	“Real learning entails struggle, frustration, and hard times, but nothing else is so energizing and exciting”
















TEST - TAKING HINTS

General Hints:
		read the test directions first

             budget time; give the most time to questions worth the most points
	answer familiar questions first
	try to identify key words in MC or T-F statements
	proofread and re-check answers

For Multiple Choice Tests:

		MC tests are usually T-F tests in a different, more organized format

	read the question stem first and visualize an answer before looking at the choices
		provided
		use the process of elimination on questions about which you are uncertain

	if you have two choices, the question stem usually gives you direction and insight
                    regarding the answer
		“All of the Above” answers are usually correct

              if you have no idea for an answer, look for the one that contains the most information and
                    content

























TEST - TAKING HINTS (CONTINUED)

For Essay Tests:

		budget time per essay

	understand the essay’s directive  [describe, compare & contrast, evaluate, analyze]
	organize thoughts first
	begin with strong paragraph that includes the main point or purpose of your essay
	use transitional phrases between paragraphs
	begin each paragraph with a precise topic sentence
	finish essay with a summary or conclusive insight that is unique and which substantiates
	your essay’s main point


True-False Tests:

		these tests usually have more true statements

	when in doubt, guess;  you have a 50-50 chance
             words that contain qualifiers  [“sometimes”, “often”, “generally”, “in most cases”] imply true
	statements
		words that contain negative connotations imply a false statement  [“no”, “never”, “only”,

	“always”, “none”]
		if one part of a statement is false, the entire statement is false
























HINTS (CONTINUED)


For Short Answer Tests:


	organize, categorize information

use prepared summary sheets that contain lots of categorized information
short answer questions are expected to demand only 1-3 sentences for their response
write answers in simple, yet complete sentences
answer only what is asked for
do not repeat yourself



For Column Matching Tests:


	first, read the directions

secondly, read the list all the way through
thirdly, answer what is most familiar
look for grammar clues in the phrasing of the statement
use the process of elimination, if necessary

























TEST     ANXIETY

Causes of Test Anxiety:

	fear of failure  [any kind of fear or threat causes one’s brain to shut down]

low expectations for oneself
bad experience in the past with taking tests
poor preparation:
	insufficient prep time

not knowing what to study
inability to recognize what’s important to study

	limited memory skills

“cramming”
	comparing oneself with others



Reducing Test Anxiety:

	keep up with assigned reading and homework

know specifically what content the test will cover
ask questions of your teacher during or after class
ask questions of your peers after class or after school
know what kind of test will be given  (true—false, fill-in-the-blank, multiple choice, essay)
form and participate in study groups
plan ahead;  do not “cram”
get a good night’s rest; eat properly and regularly
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S Q 3 R      METHOD


The SQ3R method of study entails the use of several study skills:
	S = survey
Q = question
R = read
R = recite
R = review


	SURVEY:	get an overview of what you will study prior to class or preparing for a test. .  This entails skimming the text or previous notes


	QUESTION:	ask questions in class, pose questions as you read a text (write in margin or notebook).  Normally, questions clarify the who, what, where, why, why, to what extent of content.


	READ:	this does NOT entail skimming or running your eyes over a textbook.  Be alert to print that is italicized or bold.  This format gives emphasis.  Pay attention to tables, graphs, illustrations, diagrams, pictures, charts.
	Before reading a text, glance at terms, vocabulary, end-of-chapter questions to gain an idea of  the author’s purpose.  

HIGHLIGHT !

	RECITE:	Pausing and verbally recalling vocabulary, terms, main ideas, main headings, concepts–in short intervals.


	REVIEW:	rereading, going over notes again, rewriting notes


















Note Taking >From A Textbook

Read the entire section first
Focus on a general  understanding before writing down anything   


	TO UNDERSTAND means
to stand under 
to look up 
see the whole picture
 HENCE, TO UNDERSTAND



Highlight, annotate in the book’s margins
	Identify main points or ideas [chapter sub-headings, bold print, vocabulary, end-of-chapter terms]
	When writing notes:
	do not copy directly from the text

paraphrase concisely–write down only what you need to understand
your paraphrases become your notes
review on a daily, or regular basis
	Consider “Concept  Mapping” as a learning and note taking technique:

	it is a form of outlining

it allows us sometimes to make connections between characters and ideas
it enables us to visualize complexities
it permits us to structure new ideas


















GENERAL  NOTE TAKING:

What good note taking DOES NOT ENTAIL:
	writing without listening

copying teacher’s ideas off the board or overhead exactly as they are written without understanding what you are writing
copying another student’s notes
writing down a bunch of phrases or sentences with little or no organization

What good note taking DOES ENTAIL:
	labeling, identifying and dating all notes

ORGANIZATION in either outline or paragraph form
LISTENING !
an opportunity to think and learn critically
succinct, concise, thorough, precise, neat !
a form of communication between teacher and student that summarizes important ideas
a written, internalized dialogue between teacher and student that evaluates and questions
a regular review–daily or weekly [use cues in margin]
use of a small tape recorder if necessary
	“mind-mapping” or “concept mapping” as a means of visualization
a learning process
separating notes by folders or by dividers in 3-ring binders
	possibly TYPING notes, putting in COMPLETE SENTENCES











WHAT CONSTITUTES A GOOD NOTE?

[In other words, how do I know what to write down?]


The teacher has the idea on the board or overhead and expands on its importance — name, date, diagram, map equation, place.

	YOU recognize an idea as significant to a class discussion or lecture

if teacher raises his/her voice to make a point
if teacher looks down or glances at his/her notes prior to communicating with the class
if the teacher repeats an idea
if a teacher says, “You need to know this.”
if a teacher’s interest or excitement is evident about a subject
if a teacher makes reference to terms, questions, vocabulary, maps or diagrams that appear in a textbook




ORGANIZE AND OUTLINE IDEAS 

ACCORDING TO SUBJECTS

REWRITE THEM 

IN YOUR OWN WORDS 

SO IT MAKES SENSE TO YOU.













Then a Teacher said, “Speak to us of Teaching.”  And he said:
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“No one can reveal to you aught but that which already lies half asleep in the dawning of your knowledge.


The teacher who walks in the shadow of the temple among his followers gives not of his wisdom, but rather of his faith and lovingness.  
For those indeed wise do not bid you enter the house of their wisdom, but rather lead you to the threshold of your own mind.
And even as each one of you stands alone in God’s knowledge, so must each one of us be alone in knowledge of God and in understanding of the earth.” 

[Kahlil Gibran, The Prophet]


